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··~-· ... l ti, 
· The object of this thesis is to evaluate the ~ffect 
-. 
of flood and spray.mist application of a cutting fluid 
upon surface roughness in metal cutting. Interest in the 
subject arose from an experiment conducted by students in 
.'.' :· 
the Industrial Engineering I'v1anufacturing Pro-eessos Laboratory, 
"here at Lehigh. It w·as · found, by manipulating spAed (sfpm) 
and feeds (ipr), the cttrves for flood and spray mist appli-
cation of a cutting fluid, for surface roughness vs.··, ~eed 
.rate, intersected. This result is inconsistent with inf'or-
/ ·m.a·tion appearing in the li terat-ure on the subject o-f flood 
·and.mist cooling. Therefor~, ·it was fe·lt that a- rurther. 
·investigation into this are·a would be a suitable subject 
.fQr a thesis. ./. 
The hypothes.is.: ctf ·t:he· thesis--wil-1.·-·'b:e: For· a critical 
range of speeds and feeds, spray mist application of a 
cutting fluid v.~ill produce· a lo.wer surface roughness than 
the flood a_pnlication of. th,e cutting fluid. It should be 
pointed :out that this crit.ical .range, in which spray mist 
will produce the optimal surface roughness i-..rill depend upon 
C, ·--':" 
---- ----- . -- .. -- - - .. --------·-··-------·---- --- ----------- --·--- ----- ----··-····------ --------·-·-----·"·-·······--··-···-·-···-··--··------------------------4----· ----·--·---···-·-·-----------·--·- -· •· ·-·---- ___ ,, ---··-······-.-------------·-'-·-··-· •'· -- ····---- -··- . .. -·-· -. -------·- - ,---··-;•,·- - -· --- •... --···- ·--------·-·· -·-··--·····-- -~----··-··-:-·~---···-· ___ .. ..__ ·- ··-,-··---·-···---:· .. ··--· 
· t n e me.terial being,· me chined and ·alscr ·thtr~·type" or tool and _., 
--==-·-
---· -.... -.. .. ~~.~~:·~ -. ...-.Cllti~ng~ c[_luifi~-~-be irig used. ·... . 
....... -·---·--· -·------'-__ .. _ ............. __ ....... -=-.. ~ - ___ -.... -.·--=--.. ·~···- .. -----~-.,- .. - --... -· ... -~--- ......... . 
-"~-
- - ---·------ -- ----·---··-
~ ' l .... -
- . - ... -.......... .,. ........ ·-· - ..... ,····----···-··-······· .. . 
·-······-···--··-·· .. ·--··--··-·---·· -.. -- · In the r:trst part ·or the the~is 11 a state_ of _-the_ art'' __ _ 
------.. ==-- - --.. - .. --:--- .. -----·-··---.. -··---·-.. -·-·--··-
,. ·-· '. -
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metal cutting, discuss' (at some length) the theory· of 
cutting .flulds and look into ·the ma~tter of flood vs .. spray 
mist application ot:· a cutting fluid. The second part will 
cover the procedtlre followed in collecting the d·ata along 
with the results obtained and the .. conclusions that were 
drawn from 'these results. 
I: 
. 
:~ •. ( 
··:-:-- ---
"\ 
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MECHANICS OF METAL CUTTING 
... 
- ·, ~ - •. -· l ..,-••• '-- -;j,1;.t'.ICC" • 
Before the discussion proc.eeds into cutting fluid 
theory, it -wou.ld be advantageous to give a brief descrip-
tion of what happens at the point vof _a cutting tool when 
metal is cut. 
Certain superficial observations m~y be made by merely 
observing-a cutting tool in operation. These include: 
/ 
· · 1. Some ·Chips come off the wor~ as a continuous ribbon 
1-1hile others c-0me off as discontinuous or individual 
segments. -
,,2 •· There is essentially no flow of m.etal .. at right angles 
- ·to-··the···aireetion of chip flow. -~ ... 
3. When the thickness of the chip is measured and com-
pared wi-th the depth o·f cut, it is found that the 
chip is thicker than the actual deptµ of cut and 
also the chip is cor~espondingly shorter. 
4. _The chip, tool, and workpiece are hot t.o the touch, 
suggesting that there is considerable thermal energy 
a·ssociated with the cutting process. 
:From these observations, the mechanics of metai cut_ting begin 
-- --- -- - -------------- -- .-,·~~---------·~ 
. •. -. ... '""'· -- _,• .. --·'t O ·t a.ke -sh-a p~-:-- . ·- ··-· --·· ... -.. .. -
~ 
To simplify the geom-etry involved in cutting, it is 
___ b_est to start Ni_tb. __ a_ __ two~_dimensional.pro.ce.s.s, called. 
orthogonal cutting. The basic concepts considered in the 
followi-ng---d-ise-ussion, alth;o·ugh developed specifically for 
·,i,. 
-3-





o·rthogonal cutting, apply generally to three-dimensional 
!lo, .• 
. cutting also. The process of orthogonal cutting might .be 
thought of, as the result of a wedge (t11e tool) progressing 
through the metal in a direction parallel to the. metal's 
surface, with the edge of the wedge at a depth below the 
surface equal to the feed. The metal which flows over the 
wedge forms thl1 chip and that. which flows under the v1edge 
·ror.tns the machined surface. As the wedge or tool moves 
8 through the metal, it causes a plastic flow of metal· along 
a. plane where the. shearing. stress is maxL-rnurn. This plane . 
~.. ',), 
.is called the shear plane. A chip will be created and will 
glide upward .. along the cutting face of the tool. Thus, 
' .. ., -· -· --·-
,-..... ,. __ -...;,.--·--·--
· ;. "·'" ,.' .,·; ..... - ·t11e· ·cnrp· .. -r·s· formed o·y_· plastic. deforma tioh o·f the grain 
:s:tructure of the metal along the shear plane. Actually, 
the deformation does not occur sharply across the shear 
plane, but rather it oc.cµrs over a finite distance, called 
the shear zone. 
"The creation of a chip by shear deformation .and 
its motion upv1ard along the tool face have been 
likened to the sliding and movement or a pile of 
inclined playing cards when pushed as illustrated 
• 
1 
in Figure 1. The slope of the inclined cards 
corresponds to thet of the shear plane so that each 
card will slide over its neighbore to the left in 
-~h:Loh _a .. crys_tal , or. an aggr .. e.ga.te o.f .. c!!yst.als. sli.de-s . . . . ··· ~-.--·--------~- _.... -.,--....--::··-=-~·,;· .---- .. -· --- .... . .. 
- --···-------·· r- _,,_,._,._ __ .,. , - s .• ~-,--.... , along·· the shear plane. Llkeivise, the 111etal · being 
cut as the chip is fon~ed may be regarded as com-
posed of thin lamiae along the crystallographic 
shear planes so that the chip is created and flows 
u.pward along the tool fa.ce like a ribbon of thick-- ------~ ~-- -
ness tc as shown in Figure 2rrl 
·"·~·-. -----~--·----------·--·-··- -·--- "••-'·- --- ·-·. ',_. -· . •• • .• · 1 
··-4-
·- .. ····- -- __ .. ----· .. .-· ·-·-·-··· 
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Figure 1 
Piispanen' s Card 
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The Shear Plane1 
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-
_Cutting fluids are conventionally considered as 
·liquids, applied to the cutting area for the purpose of' 
improving machining operations on metals. Several different 
types of-liquids are conventionally used as cutting fluids. 
Petroleum oils form the basis of a wide __ yariety of fluids, 
ranging from additive-free oils of' varying degrees of refine-
-C· 
ment and viscosity to petroletun oil solutions of sulfur-, 
chlorine-, and phosphorus-containing ch·emica.ls < Soluble 
oils, usually oil-in-water emulsions, are also used as 
cutting fluids and cover a similar range of additive 
- . 
chemicals. Numerous pure chemical compounds, notably c·arbon 
" ,. 
tetrachloride,2 have been used in laboratory evaluations, 
although factors such as cost and toxicity·have restricted 
th~ir use in industry. Various gases have also been used 
f:or laboratory exyJeri.m.ents, such as, the inert gases, 
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. 
In any c1.1tting operation an innut of en~~gy is required, 
a high percentage of which is liberated as heat during the 
cutting process. Approximately two-thirds of the heat 
-···------····---·-----·-··-·--~·-· -··-- - .... '--·- --------- -- -- -- . 
- - ----- --
- -
~- - · ~---------·--·iibera.x-ed comes from the plas-i-ic deformation along the 
) ·~ ·~ 
shear plane. The other third of the heat is liberated at 
the tool-chip interface due to the fric_tio-11 resis tan__c_e _ _of 





generated at the tool-workpiece interface. 
-- -· ~- - -
, - -~-:. - ', ... ·,' •·• •. ·.1 ........... .- -·'"'. ·-· ..... :V"' ~ ..... ~ ... ~ ... , -~·-·· .......... --~- •.. - "'' . .. . ., .... . 





work of.Taylor~_;Il. studyin.gthe practical effects of temp---·------~-~--------------- - -------
erature on tool life~ and his observations on the use of 
iJ . . .. . 
. .f{. 
~utting .fluids,· principally· water, in this connection., are· 
. 
almost too·well known to reouire mention. More recent work . . , \ 
by Ernst and Merchant4, Boston5, and many others in observ-
ing the effects of: cutting fluids in metal cutting are well 
knovm to the seriou_s student in this area. 
_Th.e_rnf)_in functions-- of cutting fluids are: IJ 
"l. 1:ro minimize the development of heat by reducing friction ~etween the.chip and tool. 
2.· · To control ~the magnitude and·mobility of the 
.. built-up-edge, which has a considerable effect -
upon the surface finish of the workpiece • 
3. To minimize tool vibration by preventing periodic seizures between the chip and ,,tool. 
4. To carry away as much heat as·possible."6 
... 
Cutting fluids may influence m~tal cutting in a variety 
of ways, _and the multistep mechanisms by which they do so 
~1re often I1:ighly. interrelated. In order to simplify the 
. ,. interpretation of experi_mental data, most investigators 
in this field have atteLnpted to devise experimental condi-
'ti·ons under which one type .of effect (lubrication or 
c-ooling) i-vould p·redominate. As a result, rr1uch of the 
la..qoratory work on metal c.utting has- been done under c·on-
.. .. 
di tions far different from those used in practical machining. 
Consequently, the cooling ~-~9- __ l~b_ric~ting funct.ions of ----~----
- ----------··--··-· --·-·----·-···- -·-- --··· -------
-~-- ~--- --~-~--cutt±ng fluids have been well de.fined by careful e-xpe-rimen-
. .I 
tation, but the relati·ve ·importance of these two functions 
in· practical machining-is stlll far from clear. 
-· .. -, .... -.. ---.-·.:. 
.... ~.- "' . .. '.' " ' ...... ~.... '., . 
•, •" , ... ,. • ,. ,, ••••~ •••~ • • •w" ••• ,•••• • • - , , •. , ,,.,..,~• ,~-,. ·-·~•• •• .-, , ......... .,.., ...... ....,._ • 





The lubricating function of cutting fluids is mainly·· 
that of redticing the fric\tion force at the' tool-chip in.ter-
r, e;.o 
., 
. -:I & I' 
face. This fu.nction .can be accompl'ished: by the fact that 
the cutting fluid vapori~es and p~netrates the very small 
. I 
valleys· in the surface ·of the ch.ip. .. After the fluid has 
.·~ 
• , , I 
vaporized and penetrated, i·t must then react with the 
metal cut to produce a protective, _low shear strength., 
solid film. -Th~ film -ref-erred to must become very strongly 
' I 
attached to the chip if it is not to be· pushed aside a.s 
the chip slides acro·ss the tool- face under enorrnous pressure. 
For this application, the only bonding forces of su~fficient 
strength--are those which hold chemical _compounds together. ~-
' ... -··-··---"' . ·--..- ··-- -· ··-·· . 
Hence,· the low shea~ strength protective film that forms 
\ \ 
on the chip surface necessarily has to be a result bf 
chemical t)onding or chemical reaction between the lubri-
-·----
cant and the clean metal surface. 
Decreasing friction means les~ pow.er is required to 
rnacl1ine, and also, less friction produces increased tool-
llfe .. and improved surface finish. A low coe.f:ficient o:f 
fr-iction increases the shear plane angle so that the cl1ip 
·~· ..•. 




to floiv from the chip to tl1e tool along with the 101 .. rer - - -----~---.. ---·--· ---- ·· 
r~ictioh~l h t h 1 t 1 t t ea , ence a __ QWE31? _ oo _ . emp_era ure __ ._ .. Also,. 
because of the lower temperature, the built-up edge is 
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:, 
'action o'f cutttng fluids J dis.tinct from. their other effects, -
..... 
can e_ccouht for practical imprtSvements in 11le~al .c~uttingc~ 
Their act·ion as coolants reflects their ability to absorb 
' 
heat and carry it away from the cutting zone. The heat 
_capacity an·d othe.r thermal properties of cutting fluids 
in~luence ·their ability. to p~rforrn this function. However, 
. .....-
it seems that other· propeties, such as vis.cosity, sur.face ... 
' .. 
adhesion and wetting abi~ity, and .film formation may be of 
equal or greater importance in the cooling _ability of fluids·. 
' . 
- Th.0.se prqperties have received relatively little attention 
irt the literatur~ to date. 
l::i • 
'";.i 
:.- --)· .. ,·. 
• .'f • 
·l r 
. ,: ~ f"'l: -- . , . 
Th.e· fEtil·ure ·· csf· ·c·uttlng· fl_Uids: -to. gI\ie -efficient cool.i.ng:·c --·---··-·:·~-----~-~- ,,-
.at the tool~chip interface at nigh cutting speeds ( about 
(l 
500 sfpm) · has been demonstrated by the· 11ork of Shaw2 and 
more recently by Eugene. 7 -These results might be attri-
~uted to the increased rate or heat generated or to the 
difficulty of the fluids to reach- the ·small clear2.nces 
'"~ 
_ between the tool and cl1ip. '1:l:1e faster rela·ti ve motion of 
- . 
the tool and chip would tend to carry fluids away from the 
cutting zone. If fluids fail to wet metal surfaces under 
,. __ ·-.- ·-.-~ .. -~ ... ~~----,. ---·-----· --
limiting factor on their cooJ_~.:t?-g abtllty._ 
. - .. -- -· - .. ··- -·--·:--~-,-·-·-· - ---;---·-· -· ............. ___ -- - -- ------ ·- --- ·----------'-------. - --------- . ·- - ----·· -----·-- -...... -- .... ·- --- - - -· ------- ·---- ..... ---- -~--- - --·---h, ......... •"·-···· . -· 
Di_fferent_ cut~ing situations r0quir€J diffe::eent c--utting 
fluids. For example, 1r1he-n a high~grade .fj.ni~h gt_ low __ 
-c-t1:tting spe-ed-s is desirable, lubrication is more important-
ll 
. ",.. ---., .... -• -... · ...... _.,,, ··•••""" , ..., . ,.·~10- •.: .. , .. _.. .. _ •·" .... --- - . •- .... ..,_ -·., •. -·- , • .. --·- -• • "... ."', --·, , -·-- ·-- -.. -- ..... _. ............. -·•··-·•···- ·---- ._,,- .,., '.•.· .. c·•· · ........... - •. • ..... , .... - .. . 
......... .,~.,·,.~-,.·· ·-·~-. ·-·-·"-'•....- -, , ... -..,·.,- ..... ,~ ............ , ... , ....•. -··· 
.. =.· 
and a cutting fluid v1ith good lubricating properties 
should ··be chosen. In high-speed cutting, due to·the 
.~ ~~ 
funount of heS:t gene rated cooling is the important factor 
_J ___ :_ .. 
-"-·it··-
- ·' 
. :, .. 
and a cutting fluidwith·goodcoolingproperties -Wo-Uld I 
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MIST COOLING VS. FLOOD COOLING 
.. ' 
' :: ~- ·@.··. ,., .. - .. ., 
, , .- Before -the· .&H=icussion procee·d~ into the pros and cons 
. .,,, 
of mist and flood cooling, it would be beneficial .to look 
·-- - --~--·-·-- ---------- ---- --- ----·-···-- -·-·--- --------·-------------·- ------- ----- - . ___ , -- ... -·-·· - :.... ____ ,. "J: 
lnto the rre chanics of mist c
1
ooling first. 
Th.e basic parts of a mist cooling system. in·c)_·ude· a 
liquid reservoir, co1npres sed air, and. a mist control ve.l ve 
. I ' 
with a spray n~zzle. The mist is generated by the spe[ially 
" ' 
- . 61 
designed spray nozzle, using the com~ressed air. As the 
air passes through the nozzle, it crea:t.es: a vacuum in the 
liquid line which siphons the cutting f_l:µid from the 
reservoir. There. is no press.ure in the reservoir,. and the 
p 
-·-····· --·- .. -· ., 
cutting fluid is instantly atomized as it -passes.into the 
nozzle, forming 0 conical mist nattern. 
· Five cooling facto~s .a.r·e present when a ·water-based. 
c)1tting flui.d or:· coolant: 1.·s use-d to forrn a rni:st .• 
l.~ The ·'t;;,e:mpe.ratu-re· of ~he comures.se,d· air, when released 
·througl1 the nozzle, is lo,":-erea.:. Entrained liqt1id 
(water-based coolant) supple171ehts and increases the 
heat transferring ability of the. c·oolir1g, expa.nding 
t·ransferring medium._. 
. ~ 
_ .__ J:. .. fas tll~ ,~_?-~~ :r __ S!QI!t_e11:_t __ q f ___ ~~-~ ---~_go lan t is ey§.\pq~_~t~_4_. _ .. ______________________ ._-_________________________ ~~ 
-
(thisevapora~ion also aids cooling}, the lubricatin&--·· 
-12-
_________ ..........,.......;,.-..-._--,._ .•...... --..... ·- .... - .. - . . .. 7.- ·--. . . • - '... . .. ~-.-. .... .. . .. .. . . . . . . ;; •,,; •: • .- ;•;'•• • •• •"'> •,• H ''• ':"' •:•: .... • ,t_< • , .. •.••<:' ....... ,_ ~ "• ",:..,,.,,., ,:,~ .... _,,,.;., ... ,,·;.,,!·.·~ ... ~-.... ~·· ......... ~., ...... '"'! ... ;.~··-·· 1~·.-·~~ .. ; ..... ~ ....... --•.t,O_ .. ,_ ..... - .............. • 
. ....... -· ··.:~- ·-:··;·-,_-;•,.,_-; -,·.·. :,,-:· .. -- . 




elements remain withi.n th.e work· zone in concentrated 
form. If fed co~rectly, these elements penet1~ate 
) ·-
. . . . .) . • . - . l ) - ) () 
. - tl - I · · · ' ., 1 -. .. ' . . " "" ' l .. ) 
to the tool-chip interface where they fllllction in 
l'leeue--:i-ng friction, and thus heat. 
~ 4. Convectional cooling takes place as the water vapor 
is rapidly moved out of the work area by the air' 
stream. 
The essential feature of mist coo.ling is that by 
atomizing t·he coolant,· B. greater fluid surface area is ex-
~ posed than by coolants applied in flow cooling. Thus, the 
heat absorbing rate of the mist is g~eater than that of the 
flood. A 12.rge qua_ntity of the heat is absorbed through 
·,) 
·the· vaporizs.tion of the atomized coolant. Another desir-
able feature of mist cooling is that it uses only a rela-
tively small amount of coolant. 
Large coolant reservoirs,.· pumps, and filtering systems 
:are eliminated with mist cooling because the coolant is 
not recirculated or reclaimed. Flooding of the work v1ith 
coolant is most likely ·to be 1"J2ste1,ul a_s the coolant is 
flung off the ~ror'k anc. is desposited on the m2chine and 
I 
the ·adj a.cent floor unles-s adequate shielding is provided. 
mU'$'t--- b·e .. v{ashed before a subsequent operation· is ·performed. 
..... 
·. · \iith · mi-s-t---eiJ-o-li-ng, the - f ine-3:-y di·vi-de-d---rni st t encts---t-o----dr-y-----·-------------c-~~----------·---------------: 
ctn the chips and wor~piece • 
. ;•. . ,~. '~. 
't 
... 't ... · .. , ........ , .. , ...... ·., 
. 
.,..; . 
Flood cooling of carbide tools .may be the cause of 
:rapid tip breakage_. 8 When the cut . is uneven or curling 
- - - - - . . . . .. - . . . ~ . . - . . - . - -- . - . - . ) 
chips interfere with the delivery of the cutting r1uid 
to the tip of the tool, the tip ... is alternately douse.d and 
· heated subjecting it t.o considerable thermal shock. How-
ever, this does not happ~n with mist cooling because with 
the force of the ~ompressed air to carry it, the mist can 
.. . .. . .. . . . .. .... - . . . . ·~ .. 
·Penetrate to· the·critieal area a-t-the-tip.- -- - - - --- --· - --- -- - --·- - - ..... ·- --·~ ----··~ .. -- _, ______ _ 
file tests that were performed ~ith cutting fluids • in 
the form of a flood of liquid and as a. mis :t, by Shaw and 
Srni th, can be sunnnarized as follows: 
"l. The rnajor role of cutting fluids 2._t speeds 
above 200 sfpm is one of cooling. At 
250 s·fpm commercial water-based cutting 
fluids applied i:q. liquid form to .l\ISI 4340 
steel were somewhat better than water due 
to a slight boundary lubrication action. 
However, at 400 sfpm the action is entirely 
one of cooling and liquid watAr is as good 
as any of the conunercial fluids. The 
corresponding speeds for AISI 1020 steel 
v-Jere somewhat higher. 
. ·--- ~--·-- ... - ....... ---- - 2. ·c .. -±R--general, water-based cutting fluids 
used in mist form gave tool life results 
· th2 t 1r1ere the same as those for the corre-
, sponding flood of liquid. Water was the 
important exception·. Apparently there can 
be 2 large measure of evaporative cooling 
. v.rhen a i?ater mist is used, vJhich ra_pidly 
disappears when aq.di tions ar~ mB_qe to the 
water. If a water mist cannot be used 
becatlse of the problem of r11sting, ·then a 
very s1n2.ll amount of rust irihibi tor, such 
as sodium nitride, will give better results 
at high cutting speeds then an oily addi-
tive that interferes with the ·heat transrer 
. - - -- ·--..:...:. ... ,_. ·-.--:·-·-~--·'·' ·-·'"'' -,, , .. 
between too 1, chip, ·atfd- wtftEfr··-·aroplets~- .... -~----·-··-· ... ·-------- .. ·-·. -- ... ·· ...... --·--------.... ·-- ... -----·---- ... 
-14~··. 
. . - .· ........ -· 
....... ·. •,-. 0 ... s-~·7<···· .. -.,•. . -~---... ---. -·--·-
.~·· 
- ----···-··- _, ___ ... '.,····· ··. 
~. 
3. Apparently i-1ater mist is· superior to a .flood 
of water only if the energy level falls . · · · 
withing critical region. For the size of 
cut taken in this study, water. ~ist was 
/' . superior. to a ,flood· of'· ·rr;rater i,JhBn r11acl1ini·ng 
AISI 43L~o steel, but not ivhen ma.cr1ining 
AISI 1020 steel. Ho1-1ever, i-Jb.en the energy 
level for the AISI 1020 steel was increased 
by the use of a chip breaker, water mist 
was then superior to a flood of water. 
4. The amount of" liquid in· the mist was not 
· found to be critical; one quarter pe.r hour· 
being adequate~ 
While mist did not give_,?quite as good a 
surface finish as a·flood of liquid for the 
be.s_t fluids, the difference was far less 
than tha.t for. a _go·od ·and poor lubricant. 
Thus, where it is more convenient to use 
mist lubrication at low speeds, where 
surface finish is the major problem, little 
if any quality of su~face finish is sacririced. 
6. At commercial speeds water is not a good 
mate.rial where finish .. is of interest, eitr1er 
l1}:len applied a.s a n1is t or as a flood of 
1 .. d no / lqlll • / ' ' ' 
::\ 
.... .. 
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' Cj . . . . -~ ) l ~ 1 - ., - - - - ) - . : - - , - .. - - , - , , -• - . • The equipment-- filld instrumentation used in this in-
- ,. -.,·, -., -1· ... - j -
vestigation consist~d of: 
I1achine - LeBlond, 16 inch Heavy Duty Engine Lathe . 
____ · __ 9 oo 1 ~~--t _____ ~I-~ t·ems . __________ .____ ____ = _________ _, .. ____ - -------------------·----- ----~-----------------------'- · -~----- · --~ -_· -· .. ------~-------
1. Flood flow condition - system is an attac~ent 
of the lat.he (regulatG'd fGr · approximately two 
gallons of coolant p~r :minute). 
2. Mist flow condition - Gray Mills Mist Coolant 
s·ystem used with 60 psi ai·r pressure (regulated 
for approximately t~10 quart:s of coolant per 
hour) o 
:~. 
Dynamometer - measured horizontal and vertical components 
of force independently by meatis of wire 
resistance strain gages. 
Sanborn Twin-Vis_o Recorder - two-channel graphic· record-
:\_ 
-_ _ i ng _s ys.t em .used----to - Pe-co rd --the - e omponent s----~~~------~-~--
o f force (paper .sp,ed, 5. 8 ins. per minute). 
Profilometer - used to measure surface roughness. 
Tool Holder - negative rake "B 11 style Lift-0-Mati~ model 
-
' 
SBTR-16, wi th .... a .... -_15° ,Si.de ... cutting .. edge ·- - ,,. ... , .. _. ·-·--·-··---·· ·-'"'·" --·- ~ "" ·- .. -----· ._,_..___, ·•c····•-• ·•~- • •·-·• ' .::.·~-;_,.,-... ,_,._.  ....... ,,-,,-..... _-,,,,..,, __ ,,"''•""~·-=·--··~---·-·-·'···-~----·····- ,.·,.' ,, '.- . ---




------· -- --------- -· ~--- ~----·--·-· 
. --- -· - -- -~ --~~- "l - ----- -~--~~ 
Too_l Inserts , - mode 1 -SQT-16ZU4, grade 370, - and with 
l/J-6 in. nose radii. 
,: 
1: 










-Before the actual inve.stigati·on was undertaken, a preliminary 
. exp_~riment was cori.'ducted. From this, it wa~ ·conc·luded that 
' 
- - - .. - :". --- . - . , .. -
C ,· . 
,. 
0 
-~ --·-· _,t: __ , ., for a 'depth~ot ·cut' of .• bl5 in.' three feeds, namely', .010, 
.9~0, and .030 i.p.r. and three speeds, 200, 400~ an~ 
600 s.f .p.m. i-1ould be used. ~lso from _.this preliminary 
··------··-···-·-- .-· ' --
-----@-;~-F-iment- --e-eme--t-he -f ee-ds:·-·· -and--Ero-e Erd·s-·---r-or __ :_trI Ef- -;-06n--·1n--;--·cre-p tn··--------~---'-------·····------········---·-·· 
...... ~-
J,. 
• .JI •. ' 
.--. 
--· ,• 
· of cu~, ·.010, ·.020, and 0.30_ i.p.r. and 200., ·300, 400,. and 
5oo·s.f.p.m. respec-tfully. Another fact· that was apparent 
() 
from this experiment w-as that only one material, S.A.E. 4145 
hot rolled steel with a Brinell Hardness Number of JOO, ~ 
C· . 
would be able to be used in the pending inve·s.tigation be- · 
cause of the time involv_ed in generating data points. 
·From .. the experiment de.scribed above, it was· r·e1t that 
the best way to conduct the inv~stigation was to hold speed 
' 
constant and vary the feed. This was a·ccomplished by 
dividing the 30 in. bar stock into six.sections of approxi-
mately five inches each. Then at .a particular speed one 
s ec-ti-rn_ was--e-ut- ---f-e-~---e-aeh----or·" the --thre-e--··-f--eeds·-,- --·t1IEr· -spee a-was·----~~-'-·.· , ··· 
.changed and the three remaining. sections were cut using a . 
·different feed for each section. It should be stated he-re: 
"" that the three feeds were randomized for a specific speed, 
........... , ... ____ s_a ___ that __ the . inf'luence.-.o.i:--t·GG-1- --wear· on- surf-·ae-e--~ughne·ss ·---·-,·· ~-------· -·,·-.... :...._ .. --· ··-
---·---------·---··-------·----------·· · .... · -~ _J,J()_llld_~_e __ ~~-~ -~-<:_:>--~--m~nimum •.... Also~ the _data ... po int..s for. 
. 
. -~... ~ 
--
-·-···-·--··--·-- ~? ___ ~h_e _____ n~-~~ c_on~1.tio.n __ • ____ In._ .t11is __ investig&.tion, thJ?ee- fle·w -··· - - ------·--·- --··-
conditions were used, namely, dry, flood, and mist. 




' 1 . 
Arter the six sections were cut· as stated above, the 
. . •' , 
Profilometer was used to measure the surface .. roughness of 
., 
- - - - - - - - .:cc- - -~' -~ . -·. --~ ......... - - .... '---·- . -· ·, - - "- -· ' ,· .. -, 
these sections. 
I...'\ . " "\) 
Two Profilometer readings, 90° apart, were 
taken per section. ~ "'"' The readil'l:gs for each section were hand 
• I 
·. traced over a three inch predeteniline,d segment. Also, as 




- - .-~- ,__, ----:··----~'':-··-::: .. _ --·--· 
\· 
i . 
ponents. of force ~rere being. recorded by the Sanborn Ti..rin-
Viso Recorder. Other measurements taken diiring the inveS-
tigation were ( 1) the time .for eacl1 cu.t, measured with a 
stop watch; (2) the diameter of' the bar before and after 
a cut was made; and (3) the tool wear was taken after a 
group o:f cuts were made for a particular speed, measured 
on an optical compar?-tor. 
• I 
The data points ,O:f all the flow ·conditions were 
g~nerated for· the • 015 in. depth of cut first. . .. A second 
set of data was .then taken in exactly the same manner as 
the first .set, except that one tool insert was used for 
·---·-eaeh· -soeed· · 
1 • For example, .for a speed··,.of 20_0 s.fpm, the 
. 
sarae tool insert was used for all three flow conditions. 
This second set of data was taken to verify the first set. 
Two sets of data were then taken for the .060 in. depth of 
·ror the ~QJ..5 __ j__:g__. _ de_pth __ of .. cut .. .(.one. tool----insert--f.e-r- eaeh·· -----
-18-
.. 
.. ___ J ... 
., :,; 
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previously describ-e_d app,ears in Table 1, see Appendix A. 
This smi'Ima.ry is arranged ip. ~/speed and feed sequence and 
not necessarily the seq11ence in wi ich the data were gen-
erated. It should also·be noted that the feed rate is 
not consistent throughout the Table {t-his i.ncons-istency · 
·appears ~t. the highest speed for both sets of data for 
I 
the • 015 in. depth of cut and the fi·rst set of data for 
t.he • 060 ... ' in. depth of cut, also it appears,, at all but t}J.e 
lowest speed for the second set of data of the .060 in • 
.. 
depth of cut)·. Th.is difference is associa.ted with the 
fact that all of the ~oints mentioned above are in the 
high · speed_ range of the lathe which i~ c};:B racterized by 
a dlfferent set of feeds than those of the low and medi~~ 
speed ranges. .• 
Several graphs, ·for the .015 in. depth ·of cut, were, 
plotted of the surfa.ce .roughness vs • .feed rate and surface · · 
roughness vs. speed using the information of Table 1 
(Granhs 10-15, see Appendix C). Other graphs plotted, for 
/ . 
________________ · ...... _ ____ ___ _ _ _____ __ _ __ __ _ ___ . ___________ s ur fa c e _______ r o ughne _ s _s _ vs .. • ......... fee d ____ rate __ ... an_d __ . sp_E?_ e_d s ____ (_ Gr a :2-h s ___ l-_ g _____ · --·- ____ ------~ _ ..._. ... . ______________________ _ 
-~ ____ i_n .. A_ pp e :qd ix--~--------·------- _ · __ ____ _ . _________ .. ____ _ ___ --------_ ---------- _ 
From the surmnary data of Table 1, an analysis of variance 
F-test was calculated for the .015 depth of cut and is shown 
:-.. 19,_ 
.. ' in Table 2 (J'tppendix B). In compt1ting this -test, fou·r-
input .factors :we·re used; namely, floV'r condition, fee.d 
'·1 
. ' 
,'. ~--. -_,_ . ., · ···, "I::,:.\--.:;··~;·:?···.: ·~~ :, i "'<· • • -~- • - • • • c·· >, ·-•- •·· \J ! ~ ~ 
;rate, speed, and number of' sets with\suri'ace roughness being 





_i·;_ ... , • 
the dependent variable •. Three lev~ls or flow condition, 
r·eed rat.e' and speed were used along with two . levels of 
the number -of sets. (The two surf,ace roughness readings 
· taken at 90b apart for each data point,.~~ described in the 
-P-roe-e-dure, we-re· ave~aged together and this. ave:rag~ -i-s the 
-figllre that B:ppears in Table 1 for any particular com~ina-
- . 
tion of speed and feed or a set.) Hence, 54 data points 
were used in computing this analysis of ~ariance F-test. \. 
It was ·found, upo·n inspection of Table-- ·2.:-, that all or 
..... 
·the interaction terms, except. tl1.e · intera_ction of fl-ew eondi-
tion and speed ('Which is very close to being significant) 
._a.nd the interaction o_f feed and speed, were not significant 
a.t the 5% level. . Therefore, Table 3 (Ap)>eruii,x:<~& 
structed from Table 2 by inclt1ding those interaction _terms 
which were not significant in the error tenn. By con-
structing Table J·· in this manner, it was felt th8t the value 
of the analysis test would not diminish and also sorne of 
the main erfects that were not significant in Table 2 would 
. . •..... ...... ........ .. .. ""'··,, .. , .•... -··" '·'·· . . ....... . 
. -···-------------·-·-- ···----·-··-· ... ·---- __ th_e ... _degrees .... o.f _ .... fre_ed_om. ___ of ........ the ......... e.rror ____ te rm .... are incrEt9-~_e d _ ,_ ___________________________ "c ____ .... , .... -----···----
which in turn decrea.ses the valµ_~~- of the th~g_r_~t_i_G~l F-ratios.~~---··········----
at the 5% and 1% level.· Also, the v,alue o-f the mean square 
-20-
·. .tt· 
-of' the error ·term is not appreciably increased. The speed 
.~ and interaction term of flow condition and speed did in 
.. 
- - . . - - . - . 
-, - .... . ---- . '. - .. . . 
.fact become significant at the 5% level in Table J. 
The flow condition is not significant at the 5% level 
i:n the analysis· test sl1ovm in Table 3. This fact becomes 
_________ •:.-. --··----~-······-.----···-:----- ·--· .. . 
~ apparent upon inspection oi' the graphs of surface I'oughness 
·~· 
vs. feed rate (Graphs 13 to 15 i·nclusive).· These graphs 
shew that the curves of dry,· flood, and mist .tiow lie 
relat.ively ·close together indicating the non-signif'icance 
pf the flow~condition. 
-:;;. ',: 
--u , ' .. - ;. 
Another fact brought out by an inspection of these 
graphs· is· that feed rate plays an impo.rtant role in the 1 . 
. 
s·ur.face roughness of a ma.chined item. This is further 
substantiated in the F-test which shows that the feed. rate 
is very significant. It might be added that further 
e.vidence of this ract is born out by graph plotted that 
in any way shows surface roughness as a function of f-eed 
.. rate. (Surface roughness increases· gre·atly as the feed 
.. 
rate is increa.sed)·. :Supp.ort of this fac_t can be found 
throughout the literature. Graphs 13 through 15 are very 
I-;. •• 't · 1 
similar to those obtained by Albrecht 1°'-n{ his investiga-
-···--·-.--·--·-.--::- ... --~- . 
-
··-.· significant .at .. -~h-e, .. $% .lev.e-1- i·n· "the ··analysis· of v-arian-c~;-
This ·fact is .further exemplified in Graphs 2, 7, 8., and 9. 
Here again, the curves of the f.low conditions lie relatively 
.. ~ ' 
·-
,; . 
.close together·and the su.r:face roughness increasing as the· 
, 
reed rate increases. It is felt that this further supports 
the significance of the feed rate. .-
Speed being sig-nificant· in Table 3 can be substantiated, 
in ·part, by Graphs 3, 4, 5, 6., 1 O., · 11, an~ 12. Hov1ev·e r, it 
.should be noted that the author feels that this significance 
c.omes from the fact that there seems to be an inconsisten_cy 
. . 
---~--- --------· ----·--·-·· -i-n-~th-e- ·-data--·-a-t th-e lowe-st---s-pe-~rd use·d for mist flow at the 
.020L~ i.p.r. and .0300 i.p·.r. feeds in the first set of 
data. The author is at a loss to explain this inconsistency 
in the data. When these two points were taken, the rela-
tively low Sltrface roughness readings were noted and another 
group of points were taken .for this speed with essentially 
the srune results. Th:e interaction of flow condition and . -
speed is significant at the 5% level in Table 3 with Graph. 1 ... 
,,, 
_readily bringing out tl-1is -~fact.. But again, because of the 
inconsistency. state· above, t11e val lle of this s ignifics.nce 
is in doubt. 
The graphs for the' • 060 in de~h of ·cut 'appear in 
Appendix D and are of the_ same type plotted for the .015 • 1n. 
depth of cut. Also the analysis of variance for this depth 
··.,-- ... ·--· -----·--,·--··-·····-,,·,o·f- ·-eut ·-i--s------shown in '±!-able 4 of Appendix- ··B. 
. . · :four n1a in ta c_t_.Q_:r_s. __ w:_e r_e _____ a_ CJ' a in. __ ... us_e _d _. _________ Bu. t _______ f· oJir _____ l.e_t.al.s.._~_Q.f ___ s p ee_d 
-•« -- • ·-••• ·-·• ,-•---- -••• • •-•-•••-~--~----·-••.~•• ,• O •• •• •'•-••-•••••••M•.,-•-~----·•--•--------------•··--------•--••••u•• ••- ' ~
were t1sed with three levels of f_lo1·1 _condition ____ an_d __ ~_f_e__e_d__and~ -----~-~----
--. - - --- - • ---· -· - -·. -- _,.______ --· - -- - - "' •••• ··-······ --- • -· •• ··-- •••••• ···-·- - - - -- . -~- ·-·- -··- ··-·--·---·---- ----·----· -· -···· ---- ---- -· ------· -···- •••h. -- -- -·· ' - -······-- ---- --- ··--·- - .. ---·-····-- -··------------· • ··- ···-- -- ~ - -----·--. . ' 
'· 
two levels of number of sets being used. Therefore, 72 data 
points were ·used in computing this analysis of variance 
-I 
,,. 
. . ~ 
F-test. 
·-22:-: 
. . .• "'c:,··,,.·'. :, 
.,. 
An inspection of this F-te-st reveals that the- value 
of the mean squar~ for the error t-erir1-is very small; Hence, 
. 
all ,of the raain factors (except the. number of s e·ts), all of' 
t'.he first .Prder inter_action terms, and a·11: put one ( ~nter-:-
. 
. 
action of .flow condition, fee-d, e.nd -number of sets) of' the 
" 
second order interaction terms prove·to be significant. 
-.-. Having an error term with such a 101-ir value for its mean 
-~ 
- squ!tre and· a.11 but one-of tJie· interaction tenns being signi-
ficant, le~ds one to doubt the value of the analysis -of 
variance in this case~ Also, .for the most part, tnese 
-facts (all but two 1 of the terms being --,significant) are not 
··-born out by ·the graphs. In an attempt to explai_n this 
discrepancy, tJ.?.e at1thor ~points_ to the fact that_ the second 
set .of data points where generated on s tock· of 2. 680 in. 
·diameter at the start and 1.975 in. diameter at the end 
.... 
:of the data collecting for this set. The stock was approxi- _ .. 
mately 32 .in. long between supports. With stock of such 
dimensions ( diEtmeter-to-length ratio of about ·1 to. 14), it 
is qu_i te co·ncei vable th.at vibration could ha_ve · influenc:ed 
the surface roughness. 
Chatter marks, caused by vibration, were apparent for 
.. 
·- ··--· - --.~--- . ------~-. 
;· 
-~. 
---------------------------------··"-'--'-'-·--·~------·----and ....... D.JD_Q ____ j p r_._f_e.e.ds-.---------Th@.s.@---- data---- po int-s-----.te-P---th-&---2--03--s-£!:)lll----------------------~---------------------··· __ 
' 
. . 
s.peeci i1era ____ the last- gi~G-up-4 b-e-- tak-e~--{--f-or--w11ie-l±---~ne-
diameter 1-1as 1. 975 in.). The surface roughness readings 




- . -- --- ---- ·-· . ·- - ------·- ... ___ -(_•_ -
., 
.. 
respectively. : Because. of' -the chEttter marks, -the force.a being 
. \ 
higher for these points' and the .high surface rough.ness 
.,. 
·--=------'---- -----------'~', .. -----~ , .• :.....!..c..C..-·.::...: --~~-,· 
,. it 
'" . '-~-. ~·-·- ....... -.•.. ,_:_, _. _._ "---'-'- .• -· .• - .• c-· . _ _. -·~· ·.• ..• •'• -
. readings/ it was felt .. that these values should be replaced.· 
. 
· The method .for calculating miss·ing values o:f an ex.J)eriment 
which appears in Brownlee' s bqok,·· ·rt In~us trial EXperimentation11 , 
1r1as used to cal~ulate the replacing values. However, by using 
,r this method, vallies were calculated which were consistent 
680 rms-µin. 
noints were 
lead one to 
. ~ 
This essentially says that the original data 
consistent with . .the rem~tining data, whtch. would 
. 
. 
suspect that vibration, in the f'orm ·of' /chatter,. 
·r~,; 
1 did· inrluence the surface roughness · r_eadings • 
.. 
. The inv·estigation was-des i-gn-ed -so that· speed was "L"t-se-d: · · 
-1.n sfpm., It was felt that in designa_ting speed in. this 
ma_nner, the. change in diameter (and therefore its influence 
---0n su.rface roughness) would be compensated for in the 
. a~:alys .is~ Appa.rently, tl1e diameter and/or the speed of 
rotation, • did l12ve in rpm, 2.n influence on the surf'ace 
roughrle·ss beyond that 1-Jhich could be compensated for by 
u·sing speed in sfpm. The author suggests to those wl10 might 
wish to perform similEtr investigations that, 1-Jhen relatively 
...... 
-·'---~--·--·-:'-··' · - · · · small·d"i-2metl~Jjg--are··--1yEfihg used, the i'·n,festigatioris should . 
............................ ------·----······--.. --
0
- .. ~-····· •.••.••.••• b.e ........ de.s .. ig.ne.d ... --S-G··- .. t.h-at ...... t.fl9-···-8·f1~-e.c-t-s---of ...... d_-i·ame-teP.---and· --~rpee-d- of- : ......... ----·· ....................... ·······-···· 
.. _ .... ----------------rot at ion-.. be-- .t-a..lre-n-.-int-G---.g.ccornt----in--t±1-e---ane.ly-s-i--s-- of-·-v-a-r-1-a-nee-.- - -~- - -- · 
By comp2..ring the graphs "Of' both depths o:f cut, som·e 
statements can be made about the .060 in. q.epth of cut part 
., 
·-----·--..... --~-~~ ............................. _ ....... _......;.;.....,~i.... ·.,.· ............. ,_... ............ -. _..,. __ .. 
--, . --.. --... •-• _..,. __ __........~,~--~·- -----·-•w-•••--•·-------·-"""··--. .· ·.· ......... _.._· ..... ,,_ ..... ,., .. ,-.......... , ... ,~_., ... ..., .... ,. 
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.. 
·,··.'·,1. ,····.". ,, 
.. 
----
·--- -- - --·- -- -,- ·- ... - --
of the investiga·tion, even though there will not be any 
statistical basis for these statements. Comparing . 
- - - - - ··--
-"' - - - .. - - .- - ··--- --·. -···-·-··-- ............................ . 
Graphs 28 ,through 31· w·i th Gra.phs 13 through 15, it is· 
ford that these ~WO groups of graphs are Very. similar 
. 
• a •·• ' • • • "• _. ,. • : ; • ~. , , ~ 
and follow the same patterns. The curves of the flow con-
ditions lie- close together ·and increase rapidly as the feed-
rate is increased. 
. . 
- did ·not··gre-atl-y---effect the- surfa_ee roughness. Thes$ -- -
curves also. indicate that the feed rate greatly infJuences 
~- f 
the su_rfa.ce roughness - lo~rer feed rates producing lower 
surf a.ce roughness readings • 
.. ___ · Invest·igating Graphs 18, 25, .26, and 2.7, it would 
. ..:.._ ..••..... : .... - .......... ____ ............... -·· -····· 
-
appe?-r that speed does not significantly influence the 
_ ... 
surface. roughness for 'the cu_tting conditions that prevailed 
-in this part of the investi~ation. The curves of the flow 
·cortd_i tion~ in general lie close together and do not in-
crea.se or decre2.se any appr_~cia_ble 2IT1ount as the speed 
• increa.ses. 
Graphs 17, 22, :2:_3, 2n·d 2:4, are vei-1y similar to their 
?\~.: 
t\-~. 
·=.i'.:.'.:~·.;.-' -_:;", .. :,: 
,•,· .. 
. .,.. .. '..'.) 
{(. 
·f. 
. ' ..... :.. ' . ,. -·· . . . ·. '"' _, . - ·. ·- . ··--· ........ .. 
co1mter parts of the ~015 in. depth of cut. Therefore, 
it can be said that tl1e inter.~ction of flow condition and 
,P.iga-in, the.se .. _graphs . Sgpport .. tbe ,- ' . ~ -·-· , ..... ~· .. , .. .-·:.-·;...,. -· , ... ,.· ... ~.-;; . "' ' ,, ... ;;:;,: 
-:• 
--··········-·······- ............ -...... ······,·---·····-·--·---n~~t_s tl18t were. stated ea.rlier regarding flow condition's 
. . - . 
. ------_--------·--···----·---· .. ·····--. 
-··· ·•····· . ········· ....... .... ...• -·-· ··········---······ ·--··-~·-·"'"'· ... ·- ·····
·· ........ _,_._. .. ..... _ .............. -.......... ... .. . ...
....... ··-·- ...... ·-···-······ ·····:· ··~·--·····-·- .. ---···---·---·~--··--:-.···-- ...... -, .. -··-· ····- ·----( --·-· - ... ,--------··--··, ... -- .... ·--,-----~~···· 
and_f_ee.d _rate __ ,_s._effec~ .. ___ Ql1 .the ___ surface -roug_lme_ss ,._as thei_~--·---·--------·-····-··-···-·---·; 
counter• parts have done. 
.• 
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t. 
-. '.¥~.:. · ... -" .. ·.·· ,.~·, ?:"]· .,t, .... 
- -- :· ...;.· \ 
. l. ' 




From Graphs 16, 19, 20, and 21,_ it can be stated that-
-the interac tio!,l- · uf flO°tAT C<?~di tion an~ speed is s ignific.ant, 
( 
,. 
··-·· ... ··- ·····-----···-· ·----~---·--"~:----·--'-:···--·- -~~---' . -
j ~ . 
J • 
It 
should again be pointed out that the statements made for 
the .060 in; depth of cut have no statistical basis and 
were drawn from the graphs that were plotted for this part 
of the investigation. 
A multiple regression analysis was run onihe L~P-30 
comuuter for the data of the .015 in. depth of cut.· Twa 
independent variables were used, speed and feed. Flow 
condition., because it was _no,t s igni.fioant a·t the: 5% level 
, . 
in '11able 3 was not used. Surface roughness w:as used a·s 
·the. depe-ndent va.riable. The equation cal·cul:·ated: 
Y,, = , .... 184 + .17 x1 + 21921 x2 
y: surface rougl1ness, 
x1 : speed, 
x = feed. 2 . 
I 
The analysis o=f: variance F-test is shown in Table 5 
of·· Appendix B. -· Up·on inspection o·r th·is table,- it· c·an-be· __ ,. ____________ ........ · ................ ___________ -
seen that the regression is very significant. Thi$ can be 
expected vrh-en the· equation is exe1nined. The coefficient of ________ , ____ ....... ,..~ .. -" .. __ 
. . . . 
---· • ...,....~---. --~--- .-,--·····-···------ •. ·-<>• •.- •. --··· .• ···-··· •••.• 
the- fee-d is very large and this large coefficient further 
. - ~- -····-· . - - - - - ···-· ·-················- ···---··-----------~ .. ----···---·-··-·--·······---··- .. ·-·· ... --------••• ... ~-----... ----·--·· • ..-------- ... -··- •••M ..... - •• ·--------- ~---------•-• ··---··-• -- • •••-••t __ ••••-••--••H•---··-· ... --·-··-·---- ----"~-•-••k•-,o••• -•• •••• ---- ••••••-- Oo •••••000- --•• -•- -• ••••• ••••-~•-•--•• ·--• ... ••-~--•• ----
exemplifies the great stgnificance e-t: the feed-- in----T--e-ble 3. 
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CONCLUSION 
-~ . ... . . ., ---- . . .. - . . . . . . . . . . -- . .. . . - .. -- . 
-
1. ·surface roughness is greatly dep~ndent .pn. temperature· 
or hea·t generated during the cutting process. Since 
the ·flow condition was not ·significant in Table 3, it 
can be concluded that with a depth of cut of .015 • in., 
t·he heat generated _under th~e cutting· conditions was 
n-0t. s'ufficien·t .to have the cutting fluid e.f.fective and 
influence the surface roughn.~ss to ·any great degree • 
.,. 
. " 
In.other words,. the thre~hold value or heat generated 
.. 
or- the beat level at which the cutting fluid begins to 
ef-fect was not reached •. 
... .. , - - ·-·· ..... ' - - .... ·- .. 
. 2. It can be concluded, from evidence presented -in th.a 
Re~ul ts, that a lower feed rate ~\Till produce a lovier 
surface rou.ghne s s than a hi_gher feed rate no matter 
what f·low condition or -speed are employed. 
J. Due to the inc:onsistency explained in tl1e Results for 
s-peed, the :author feels that a sound conclusion cann·ot 
b-e drawn fron1 the significance of speed at the 5% . 
. level in Ta'.b:l:e. ·3. Also for the same reason, a conclu-
sion cannot be, '<:irE?-wn from the significance o:f the 
.. ···- ·--~-------- -~· 
. inter~ac t.ion o.1' .r:1.0.w~ -~condi .. tion -znd s.pe-ed.--------------~--------------·--.---·-----~_ ...... --------,;,-·,--_---· .. 
... .. ..... ... .. . ..... ... ,.,. ··-·· ...................................... - - .. _4_ .. . 
... ,-••-. ... . .. .. -· - depths of~cut. is that the flow co.ndition, in the .060 in. 
. -·-·. ~---------- --- -~- -.~. ~- --·"'- .--·-·- --· --------- -------· --- .... , .. - -······ ·---· -··1- ···---··--------. --.-·-~-------·· ·-·------------ -----· -·--·- --- - -- . . . . .. . . . . . . -·. ·-···· - ---·· -·· --- ·-··-·-··-----L -· ... __________________ ,, _______ . .. . . - - -- - ----
depth of cut part of the investigation, did not greatly 




Al~o,.it can again be concluded that feed rate greatly 
influences the sur.face roughness -- 101,-.rer feed rates 
. . . . . -- . . . :·-··~· ..• ,, :-.-=-- - ·--'-'!"". _. __ . ·..::_:__-·' _:_ -
. producing the lower surface r·oughness. 
From further investigation of th~ graphs for the 
.060 in. depth of cut~ it can be concluded that the 
interaction of flow·condition and speed is ~ignificant, 
but the level of this signi.ficance cannot be est:i.inated 
· · rronl the graphs. 
It should be noted that the conclusions for the· .• 060 in. 
depth of cu~ par~ ~f the investigation were dravm from the \, 
graphs plotted for this. part. lliese conclusions have no 
statistical basis fctr reasons 1st_ated i:n the Results. 
\~ .. ;J :\ 
,..,. ., .... 
:: 
,; 
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1. The effects or the diameter of stock· and speed o·f · 
rotati-on on the surface roughness. 
,2. Using greater depths of cut, study the effects-of flow 
conditions on the surface roughness. 
. . 
3, An investigation of the effects of fldw conditions on 
·./. 
·· · surf Pee roug~ess for othe·r material.s both ferrous and 
non-fer1")ous. 
• ,:..J 
4. The effects o:f floi..; conditions on the cutting ·temp~ra-
tures. 
' 
. . 5~ A study of the. effects on- .s:-u_rfaee roughness for different 
;fD 
. .. 
points bf application. of both flood and mist flo~. 
·6. The ef i')ects of flow conditions on the surface roughness· 
~ 
on mt1.chining proc~sses other thari turning. 
·-.•:.~-; . 
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- .015 in. 
., 
,_ -Se t· ~ ·.:t' 
- Surface Vertical Ho1,.,izon tal Tool 
'" • 
. · ·. F1low·H· Speed Feed Rqughness .Force-Fe· Force-Fr }iear-Condition sfg~ • rins-.Min. lbs. lbs. • . _ip:r: -in • 
Dry 203· · 
.0102 150 76 24 ~· 
.0204 270 .. 129 35 
.0300 500 162 35 • 0060 . 416 • 0102 55 66 21 
• 0204 245 110 26 , . 
" 
.0300 .500 165 -35 .0075 
'l: 6.90 .0102 110 58 15 
.0203· 255 100 . 2&3 ·, , 
.0294 475 115 § .oo5o ' 2·0 --
-Fl:o.·oq -2.00 .0102 135 60 15 
,v, 
.0204 288 110 25 .. .. 
.0300 525 159 33 .0067 
411 •. 0102 103 :· 65 19 
.0204 ~50 104 24 
• 0300 575 150 28- • 005.2 685 • 0102 120 59 18 
338 105 .• 24 • 0203 
" ,,,~ 0294 638 131 25 .:·0·.055 ( 
Mis:t 199 .0102 125 58 15 
.0204 160 113 26 
.0.300 338 159 3~ .0091 406 .0102 .15 63 ·1·. - . 
.0204 288 109 2··7 
• 0300 637 149 ;3=4 .0062 680 • 0102 100 68 2.0· 
• 0203 338 108 25 
:· ... .0294 525 155 -3il -~ 007·3. 
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.. Surface- Vertical Horizontal- - T,O·Ol 
Flow Speed Feed Roughness Force-Fe Force-Fr 1rt/ear 
. Condition s:f12m • mis -Min. lbs •.. lbs. in. i12r 
. -... 
Dry 193 .0102 210 75 ,· 23 
Ill 
.0204 250· 139 34 
., 
.0300 550 178 39 .0061 
394 80 24 
.... 
.0102 70 
.0204 255' 107 24 
.0300 588 155 30 .00.51 
..... 
,•• 660 .0102 ·110 60 17 
.0203 225 110 25 
.0294 625 147 28 ~0048 
Flood 194 .0102 1:30 63 16 
.0204 275 125 . · 30 ,# 
.·0300 625 .. 169 35 .0046. .. - -- .. ··-· . .... ·-· - --· ·-
400· • 0102· 75 6.3 J.8 ,,, 
.. ~ : ' 
.0204 325 25 109 
. . 
.0300 650' 140 26 .0066 ..... 
664 .0102 95 59 16 
.0203 300 104 23 
¢ 
• 0294 575. 149 25 . .0064 .. 
~Iis t· 1.97 .0102 130 59 :t5, 
~. 
.0204 325· 118 2:Ef· 
.• 0300 450 160 .. 3·0 .0051 
402 .0102 100 64 ·20 
.0204 255 120 3·0 
.0300 525 160 33 .0056 
671 .0102 130 69 20 
-· 
375 ·25 .0203 109 
.0294 6.1:3· 153 30 .0062 
. 
. 
. ; . v· - - . 
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: · .. - · - . -~- -·_,-Depth of cut ~ • OW ip.. · ~- · - ~-- -~ . :>:_ -~----------·· -----~---------- - .. T-· -
--- -- · Surface Vertieal Horizontal 
· Flow Spee0d Feed Roughness Force-F c Force-Fr 





201 .• 0102 - 110 248 125 · 
.0204 280 410. 165· .. 
... 0300 613. 588 200 
D.ry 
... _ ~ ·. ! :. - .. - - ·- .... . ~ .. ~ --
.0072 
298 .0102 45 24$ . 165' 
.0204 288 400 i95 
.0300 650 550 238 .0083 
414 A. 0102 .120 ' 218 93 .... 
~0204 265 405 188 
.0300 625 513 200 .0127 
575 .0102 110 ~ 280 200 
..• 0203 350 405 . 168 
• 0294 713 5-75 325 • 0437~ . 
.-Flt,-o:d:· ·. 
- 217 .0102 130 233 110 
• 02·04 288 ', · ·385 155 
.0300 688 538 188 
~ 314 .01oe 75 . 230 · 135 
• 0204 ' 288 410 ' 160 . 
• 0300 t-688 538 200 
.. 446 • 0102 . 85 220 100 
.0204 300 420 ~ 210 
.0300 . 650 538· 21·9 .0132 
·5·10 • 0102 75 238 125 ~ . 
• 0203 278 400 205 
.0294 . 638 500 213 .0163 
Mist 228 ~0102 100 238 118 
.0204 263 400 158 
.0300 638 575 225 .0061 
... • .., ... ,,., .. J .. 3..0 . . .... Q 10 2 . _120 ·-·- -· .,_, _______ ... 2.40 -----·· _ 115 
00204 325 380 138 
.0300 663 525 181 .0074 
·3s3 • 0102 Bo .,245 130 . 
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, ~ 0300 613 525 194·· ... -- • 0116 .;. - -......... . 
538 .0102 85 230 130 
.0203 350 - 403 . 2I5. 
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TABLE 1 (CQnt.) 
Set -- II 
. 
. Surfac·e Ve~tical Hoiizontal 
Flow . Speed· Feed Roughness Force-Fe Force~Fr 
Cond·ition sfpm_ ipr · rms-)Ain. lbs. lbs. 
190 .• Ol02 __ l.3.0 .. . 22.5.. -110 






.0300 600' 505 175 - .0075. 
315 .0102 65 215 98 
.0203 275 385. I55 . 
• 0294 550 '488 . 175 442- .0102.. 120 245 150 
.0203 300 400 190 
.0294 625 . 475· 2·00 
·.545 . 010.2. 100 200 ' 90 
.0203 300 380 210 
,.029.4 675. 438. 20-0 
-Flood 203 .0102 170 240 130 
.0204 325 445 190 
.'0300 725 550 200 
3.00 • 0102 100 · 220 11-0 
.0203 300 375 150 
.0294 600 463 150 
·420 • 0102 '110 235 130 
.0203 350 370 140 
.0294 675 475 188 
545 .0102 70 220 130 
.0203 300 375 195 
·Mis-t 
• 0294 675 ... 425 200 
,, 215 ~0102 120· ,, 225 ' 115 
.0204 250 375 150 
.0300 625 500 '175 





• 0065 ~ 
.0065 
.0080 
.0203 263 375 140 
' .0294 525 47.5 170 .0075 ·-····· .,. --~. 
' . . 400 .0102 130 225 . 115 - ' ".' 
. ~:: .... , . . 
.0294 650 475 188 .• 01?2 
. sis.. . 0102 i10 2io go _ .... _____ --------------------------- _ 
.0203 325 390 170 ; 
i}In this investigation the coolant was directed down on the 
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l1ABLE 2. 
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• I • 
4.46 8.6.5 
4.46 8.b5 
5.32 . '26 11., 
3.84 7 .01 · 




0.26 4.46 I 8.65 
o.68 4.46 8.65 
0.72 3.44 6.03 
1.55 3.E54 7 .01. 
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